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Piast Party, which was led by Witos, and others to the Populist
Wyzwolenie (Deliverance) Party, whose leader was Thugutt.
The Right identified Pilsudski with the Left, and in any case
was bent on circumscribing his power as much as possible. On
February 20, 1919, Pilsudski's position as Chief of the State was
confirmed unanimously by the Seym (305 votes), but this decision
was accompanied by other decisions, the whole forming what was
afterwards known as the Little Constitution, which in effect took
back what it had given him, for the Seym constituted itself the
sovereign power, and relegated the Chief of the State to the
secondary part of doing what it told him. The Little Constitution
remained in force till it was replaced by the Constitution passed
in March 1921, which reasserted the absolute supremacy of the
Seym. On February 20, 1919, the Seym also passed a vote of
confidence in the Paderewski Government.
LAMENTABLE ECONOMIC STATE OF POLAND
While the general political position in Poland was being clarified
during the winter of 1918-19, the economic situation of the
country, Poznania excepted, was lamentable. There was a grave
shortage of food; in some localities where seed had been sown
the results were poor; in others no crops had been put in at all;
many thousands of people were half-starved, and there was much
sickness. Live stock had been depleted by German and Austrian
requisitions, and what was left was ill-nourished. Means were
lacking to start what factories were still standing; in Lodz a
quarter of a million work-people were out of employment; there
were no raw materials and no markets. When the Moraczewski
Government tried to raise loans, it failed because of its Socialist
complexion. The Paderewski Government was in better favour,
more especially in America. Even before Paderewski became
Prime Minister the Americans, through the admirable Hoover
organizations, had come to the assistance of Poland.
AMERICAN HELP
On January 4, 1919, Americans representing Hoover arrived in
Warsaw, and discussed the food situation with Pilsudski, Mora-

